
Reception: ‘My Learning Newsletter’

English Maths

Sentence writing… You will see a grid with different words on the slides 
attached. We would love it if you could write some sentences and use one of the 
words in each sentence. 

It is so important that you say each of the sounds as you write them! Remember to 
include the very important tools that we need to write a sentence...

                      Capital letters             Finger spaces             Full stops

Reading… We all know how important it is to read everyday. 
Please see the slide attached where you will find some sentences 
to read out loud. 
It would be amazing if you could try re-reading each of the
sentences without segmenting and blending as this will really 
enhance your reading fluency!

Floating and sinking...This week we would love for you to have a go at testing 
materials from around your house to see if they float or sink. 
Here are a few things you could try…

● Paper
● Plastic
● Pencil
● Cardboard
● Piece of fruit
● Money 

(Remember to show your grown up what you are testing before you put it in water)

Scavenger hunt...We are going to set your a ‘Mathematical’ based scavenger hunt 
to find things from around your home that link with lots of things to do with Maths. 
Please see slide attached which has a list of things we would like you to find. Good 
Luck!!!                           

Learning Project: ‘Up, up and away’ Just a note to say...

 Our new topic is called ‘Up up and away’ During this topic we try to visit lots of 
places from around the world. The first place we are going to look at is our local 
area...Hebburn!!!
We would LOVE you to make a map of Hebburn and 
include lots of things which are familiar to you. Take a 
look at the ‘Topic’ slide which has some suggestions of 
things you might want to include.                                    

We want you to know that we are SO proud of each and everyone of you. We miss 
your smiles and eagerness to learn. We know you will be working hard with your 
wonderful families at home and we want you to remember…

‘You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, smarter 
than you think and more loved than you’ll ever know’

Lots of love The Reception Team xx

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details



Maths Challenge 

Maths Scavenger Hunt!!

Here is your CHALLENGE, have a look around 
your home/outdoor area to see if you can find the 
following things:

A long object
Something that is yellow
A heavy object
Something that is square shaped
Something that can float
A short object
Something that is 3D
Something that can sink 
A 2D shape
Something that is blue
Something that can roll 
Something with numbers

Maths around the home:

We have some other ideas of things you might want to try which 
have great links to maths and numbers: 
Jigsaws
Baking/cooking
Building with blocks
Counting as you walk up and down the stairs (saying one 
more/less than)
Putting pairs of socks together 

Keep working hard:

Continue looking at your number bonds to 10!
Write some addition number sentences...challenge your family!
Remember to form your numbers correctly. You can write 
numbers from 0 all the way to 20...You can do it!



Literacy Activity One 

“Writing for children is an art in itself, and a most interesting one.”
                                              Enid Blyton

Sentence Writing

Can you write some sentences and include one of 
these words in each sentence? 

For example:

I put the plan on the desk.

My mam put the plug in the sink.

The witch did not put the cat on top of the shelf.

Can I have some fish and chips from the shop?

 plan  smell  plug

 film  jump  swept

lunch fish crash

catch witch sock



Literacy Activity Two 

Can you read the sentences below?

A fox met a fat hen and the hen bit the fox on the leg.
  
Cam got the strap on the bag in a twist. The bag split. The drinks spilt. Cam had to scrub the 
mats. Cam can’t trust the bags from the shop.

The twin frogs, Stan and Steff, swim in the sink. Mum put the plug in the sink. Dan must get 
the frogs from the sink and put them back in the pond. Can he get Stan and Steff?

Did the vet tell Bill the dog ran up the hill? I will tell Bill the dog ran up the hill. 

Sam will jump up and land on the bench. Sam must not jump in the pond and get wet.



Words I need to know

is  a the there

I  for of their

are was all these

come some to what

where who he she

my said me Mr

Mrs once little next



Topic- Up up and away

St Aloysius School 

On our first visit around the world we are going to look closely at our local 
area...Hebburn! We are going to think carefully about places which are familiar to us 
in Hebburn and we are going to draw them onto our very own map. Here are some 

things you might want to include in your drawing... 

Hebburn Hub  Hebburn Metro Station  

St Aloysius Church 

Your house  The River Tyne  

Asda 
Post Office 


